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ABSTRACT: A synthetic protocol for the fabrication of
ultrathin polymeric films containing the enzyme 2-deoxy-D-
ribose-5-phosphate aldolase from Escherichia coli (DERAEC) is
presented. Ultrathin enzymatically active films are useful for
applications in which only small quantities of active material
are needed and at the same time quick response and contact
times without diffusion limitation are wanted. We show how
DERA as an exemplary enzyme can be immobilized in a thin
polymer layer at the air−water interface and transferred to a
suitable support by the Langmuir−Schaefer technique under
full conservation of enzymatic activity. The polymer in use is a
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-N-2-thiolactone acrylamide) (P(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm)) statistical copolymer in which the
thiolactone units serve a multitude of purposes including hydrophobization of the polymer, covalent binding of the enzyme
and the support and finally cross-linking of the polymer matrix. The application of this type of polymer keeps the whole approach
simple as additional cocomponents such as cross-linkers are avoided.

KEYWORDS: Langmuir−Schaefer, enzyme immobilization, 2-deoxy-D-ribose-5-phosphate aldolase, polymeric thin film,
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), thiolactone

■ INTRODUCTION

For the industrial application of enzymes, immobilization of the
biocatalyst can be of great benefit. Not only does it typically
enhance enzyme stability,1−4 it also avoids the laborious
purification steps,5 enables a reuse of the enzyme and
eventually offers the opportunity for alternative process designs
like switching from discontinuous to continuous operation
mode.6−9 A specific case of enzyme immobilization is the
formation of ultrathin enzyme containing films that in turn are
deposited on different types of support material, a strategy that
is already well established.10−14 The small thickness of such
layers is relevant in cases where only small quantities of active
material are needed and at the same time quick response and

contact times without diffusion limitation are wanted.
Consequently, such systems are mostly found in sensor
applications;13−16 however, they can also play a role in
biocatalysis.9−11 A common approach toward such films is
the electropolymerization of suitable monomers on electrode
surfaces in the presence of an enzyme, a strategy that has been
extensively used for the immobilization of redox active
enzymes. Bartlett et al., for instance, immobilized glucose
oxidase (GOx)17,18 and horseradish peroxidase19 on electrode
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surfaces to couple the redox reaction catalyzed by the enzyme
with a signal transducing concept for sensing purposes. While
this approach appeared to be very effective in terms of
maintenance of enzymatic activity and control of film thickness,
it is limited to electropolymerizable monomers and to enzymes
that exhibit a certain surface charge at the chosen
immobilization conditions. The film thicknesses, at least in
the case were it was reported, where settled in the range
between several tens of nanometers and a few micrometers.18

Another opportunity to generate ultrathin enzyme films,
which is in principle applicable to any water-soluble protein, is
to adsorb the enzyme to an air−water interface from where it is
transferred to a suitable support. In that way, even films as thin
as a molecular monolayer may be generated. However, direct
adsorption to the interface can be problematic, since most
water-soluble proteins undergo conformational changes in that
case.20−23 Besides, even if activity maintenance can be achieved,
which is possible in certain cases by an optimization of the
adsorption procedure,22 an additional cross-linking step using
compounds like glutaraldehyde is needed in order to obtain a
physically stable film in the end. However, such low molecular
weight cross-linking agents are not always applicable, as the
cross-linking, just as the direct adsorption of the enzyme to the
interface, may disturb the structure of the latter in a way that
deactivation occurs. As an alternative, the enzyme can be
adsorbed to and so accommodated within a polymeric film that
has been formed at the air−water interface before. This film
formation can be easily accomplished by the Langmuir
technique. Next to the stabilizing effect, it is envisioned that
the direct accommodation within a preformed film further
suppresses conformational changes of the enzyme during its
adsorption.
When applying such an approach, the polymer film in use

must fulfill a certain set of requirements. The film should not
only be able to accommodate the enzyme, but also to bind it
firmly, ideally in a covalent manner, while being susceptible to a
subsequent cross-linking for an enhanced mechanical stability.
When using the Langmuir technique for the film formation, the
polymer in use should also be rather hydrophobic to form a
stable film at the interface. At the same time, however, it should
leave the opportunity to get hydrophilized after transfer of the
film to provide swellability of the enzyme accommodating
matrix in water later during operation.
In this contribution, we utilize a water insoluble poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide-co-N-2-thiolactone acrylamide) (P-
(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm)) statistical copolymer to create an
enzyme containing polymeric thin film at the air−liquid
interface that is transferable to a solid support (Scheme 1).
The thiolactone units of the copolymer24 render the film
capable of fulfilling all the requirements described above
without the need for using additional cocomponents, including
initial hydrophobization of the polymer, covalent binding of the
enzyme and to the support and finally hydrophilization and
cross-linking of the generated film.
As an exemplary enzyme for our immobilization strategy we

chose 2-deoxy-D-ribose-5-phosphate aldolase (DERA), an
enzyme that is involved in the nucleotide catabolism.25

DERA catalyzes a domino aldol reaction, adding two
acetaldehydes as donor molecules to a broad range of acceptor
aldehydes. As both reaction steps are highly stereoselective,
DERA can be utilized for the synthesis of chiral building blocks.
One particular example is the use of DERA in an economically

viable process for the synthesis of β,δ-dihydroxyaldehyde
containing motifs for pharmaceuticals in a fed-batch process.26

In case of DERA, the avoidance of a low molecular weight
lysine reactive cross-linker like glutaraldehyde is justified by the
fact that a lysine residue plays a crucial role in the DERA-
catalyzed aldol reaction, which must therefore remain
structurally unharmed.27,28 Consequently, it appears reasonable
to apply an alternative immobilization procedure, such as the
one proposed above.
Attempts to immobilize DERA have been reported al-

ready;29−32 however, all being focused on dispersible (nano)-
materials as support material and thus not putting any focus on
the formation of enzymatically active thin films. Besides, activity
maintenance after immobilization was poor30,31 or not even
reported.32

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Hydrogenperoxide solution (Roth, Rotipuran, 30%),

aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) (Aldrich, 99%), absolute ethanol
(ChemSolute, >99.5%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Roth, Rotidry,
>99.8%, <100 ppm of H2O), CHCl3 (Th.Geyer, >99.5%), CDCl3
(Roth, 99.8% D), bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Aldrich, >98%,
lyophilized powder, heat shock fraction), triethanolamine (Aldrich,
BioUltra, >99.5%), and Atto-665 maleimide (Atto-Tec), were used as
received. The synthetic procedure for the 4-methylumbelliferone-
coupled D-xylose substrate is described elsewhere.33 The polymer
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-N-2-thiolactone acrylamide) (p-
(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm)) was synthesized via RAFT according to a
procedure described in a previous publication.34 NMR and SEC
analysis revealed a TlaAm content of 31 mol % and a relative
molecular weight of 12.4 kg/mol with a dispersity of 1.34 (DMF-SEC,
PS standards). Silicon wafers (p-type, 625 μm thickness, front side
polished) were purchased from CrysTec, glass slides (cut edges) from
VWR and microtiter plates (Cellstar, 24 and 96 wells, sterile) from
Greiner Bio-One.

Buffers. The pH of all buffers used was controlled and adjusted
using a Mettler Toledo Seven Compact pH-meter that is calibrated
with pH 4, 7, and 9 calibration standards (Mettler Toledo). If not
otherwise stated, the term phosphate buffer refers to 20 mM of
potassium phosphate in Milli-Q with a pH adjusted to 7.0.

Production of 2-Deoxy-D-ribose-5-phosphate Aldolase from
Escherichia coli (DERAEC). For preparation of DERA the protein was
expressed in E. coli and purified by NiNTA and PD10 columns
according to Dick et al.35 Before lyophilization the protein was
dissolved in KPi-buffer at 20 mM and pH 7 and set to a concentration
of ∼5 mg/mL.

Surface Functionalization of Silicon Wafers and Glass Slides.
Si-wafers or glass slides were first cleaned in an ultrasonication bath
using first soap solution and then two times Milli-Q water. After blow

Scheme 1. Formation of DERA-Containing Polymeric Thin
Films by the Langmuir−Schaefer Technique Applying a
Water Insoluble p(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm) Statistical
Copolymer with 31 mol % TlaAm
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drying, they were treated with oxygen plasma (5 min, 0.2 mbar, 100 W,
100% O2) using a PlasmaFlecto 10 Plasma Oven (Plasma
Technology) equipped with an oxygen concentrator (525 Series,
DeVilbiss). After plasma treatment, the wafers were immediately
transferred to absolute ethanol containing 2 wt % APTES where they
were stored for 2 h. Finally, the wafers/slides were washed 3 times
with absolute ethanol and dried for 1 h at 100 °C in a drying oven.
The final wafers/slides were stored in ethanol. The presence of
nitrogen on the wafer surface was confirmed by XPS.
Fluorescent Labeling of DERA. 3.1 mg of the lyophilized DERA

powder (containing 1.6 mg of the enzyme) were dissolved in 1.6 mL
of PBS buffer. Seven microliters of a solution of Atto-665 maleimide in
dry DMSO (10 mg/mL) were added and the reaction mixture was left
for 3 h being protected from light. After that, the labeled enzyme was
purified by running the reaction mixture over a gel filtration column
(Ø 2 cm, length 30 cm) packed with Sephadex G-25 using a Knauer
Smartline system equipped with a S1050 pump, a S5050 manager unit
and a 2550 UV detector (210 and 280 nm). At a flow rate of 5 mL/
min 4 increments of 500 μL could be passed through the column
before the unbound dye was eluted.
Film Formation and Transfer via Langmuir−Schaefer and

Post-treatment. Film formation and transfer were performed on a
KSV Nima minitrough system equipped with two symmetrically
movable barriers and a trough with 273 cm2 surface area and a volume
of 280 mL. Barrier movement was controlled by a servo controlled DC
motor and surface pressure was recorded using a platinum Wilhelmy
plate attached to a microelectronic feedback system (dynamic range =
0−250 mN/m, resolution 4 μN/m). In a typical experiment, the
polymer was spread from a 1 mg/mL solution in CHCl3 onto a
phosphate buffer subphase until the desired surface pressure was
reached. After leaving the system for 25 min to ensure complete
solvent evaporation, the isotherm was recorded or 0.9 mL of a stock
solution of DERA (0.6 mg/mL) in phosphate buffer was injected into
the subphase. After another waiting period of 90 min, the film was
compressed with a barrier speed of 15 mm/min. After full
compression, the film was allowed to relax for 5 min and a 1 × 1
cm2 amino-functionalized Si-wafer or glass slide was dipped
horizontally onto the surface to transfer the film. The transfer
conditions included a surface pressure of 32 mN/m and an apparent
mma of 350.6 Å2/molecule. The subphase portion that has been swept
along with the wafer was subsequently sucked off the wafer surface.
Post-treatment of the samples was done by immersing them in 1 mL
phosphate buffer (pH = 9, 0.1 wt % H2O2) each and storing them at 5
°C overnight.
AFM Analysis. AFM analysis was performed on a Bruker

Dimension Icon using NanoScope 9.1 for the measurement and
NanoScope Analysis 1.5 for image processing. Measurements were
performed in tapping mode (in dry or liquid environment) using a Si
tip with a spring constant of ∼40 N/m and applying a scan rate of 1
Hz.
DERA Quantification. Glass slides being covered with films that

contain labeled DERA were first transferred to a 24-well microtiter
plate and analyzed using a Tecan infinite M200 Pro microplate reader.
Excitation wavelength was set 650 nm and emission was detected at
684 nm, recording 6 data points within 25 min which were then
averaged. After that each slide was covered with 1 mL pf phosphate
buffer (pH 9) within the well and stored overnight at 5 °C.
Subsequently, the plate was subjected to ultrasonication for 60 min at
room temperature, the slides were taken out from the respective
solutions and transferred to separate wells and fluorescence analysis
was repeated both on the solutions as well as on the slides. For
calibration a dilution row of the labeled DERA in the same buffer was
prepared and pretreated in exactly the same manner as the solutions to
be analyzed.
Activity Assay. For activity studies, glass slides, being covered with

the DERA containing films, were transferred to a 24-well microtiter
plate. To each well, 978 μL TEA buffer (0.1 M, pH = 7.0), 11 μL of
BSA in Milli-Q (40 mg/mL) and 11 μL of substrate stock solution in
phosphate buffer (4-methylumbelliferone-coupled D-xylose, 10 mM)
were added. For comparison with the specific activity of DERA in

solution, 3 μL of the TEA buffer portion were replaced by a DERA
stock solution in phosphate buffer (1 mg/mL) and a blank glass slide
was used. Fluorescence of each well was measured at appropriate time
intervals using the Tecan infinite M200 Pro microplate reader with an
excitation wavelength of 360 nm and emission wavelength of 460 nm.
Each time, 6 data points were recorded within 25 min and averaged.
Values recorded for the blank sample were subtracted from the other
traces. For calibration, fluorescence intensities from a dilution row of
4-methylumbelliferone ranging from 1 to 50 μM were recorded.

Contact Angle Measurements. Contact angle analysis was
performed on a DataPhysics OCA 25 device utilizing the software SCA
22 for data recording and processing. For each sample, droplets of 5
μL of the respective buffer were applied and a 2-point measurement
was performed.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The generation of ultrathin layers by self-assembly processes of
suitable compounds (e.g., amphiphilic molecules, block
copolymers, polar polymers) at the air−water interface by the
Langmuir technique is of utmost importance. It offers the
opportunity to create ultrathin functional films that can be
compressed and transferred in a very controlled fashion.
Polymers as film building material are advantageous over low
molecular weight (MW) amphiphilic compounds, since they
mostly form films with higher mechanical stability.36 As in the
case of the lower MW amphiphiles, suitable polymers must
show a certain polarity gradient in their chemical structure in
order to exhibit the required surface activity. Typically, this is
solved by using amphiphilic block copolymer structures,37,38

which, however, are more complex in their fabrication
compared to homopolymers or statistical copolymers and
might show unwanted microphase separation in the lateral
dimension.39−41 Homopolymers and statistical copolymers on
the other hand are also able to form defined and stable
Langmuir films as long as a limited water solubility is
maintained. Here the required polarity gradient is established
along the repeating unit of the polymer chain. The limited
solubility, however, is an issue for the subsequent use of the
film as biocatalytically active membrane layer as this purpose
requires the ability of the enzyme accommodating matrix to
swell in water. For this reason, we chose a PNIPAAm-based
polymer equipped with 31 mol % of a thiolactone containing
comonomer. Such a composition renders the polymer insoluble
in water even at temperatures close to the freezing point.34 A
hydrolysis of the thiolactone units, however, introduces carboxy
groups to the polymer which in turn causes a tremendous
hydrophilization of the polymer. Furthermore, thiol groups are
released that can be used to form disulfide bridges for cross-
linking or sulfonate groups to boost the hydrophilization. Last
but not least, the thiolactone can also be attacked by primary
amino groups, which is utilized here to achieve a covalent
binding of DERA to the film via the lysine groups of the
enzyme and to firmly tether the film to an amino-functionalized
support after the transfer step. The polymer itself is easily
synthesized by RAFT following a previously established
procedure.34 Polymer specifications are listed in the Exper-
imental Section.

Film Formation and Transfer. The first step involves the
generation of the polymer film at the air−water interface and
the demonstration of a successful film transfer, hydrophilization
and cross-linking. The subphase in use is a 20 mM potassium
phosphate buffer set to a pH of 7.0. The presence of
electrolytes in the subphase definitely has an impact on the
surface activity of the polymer and the enzyme. However, the
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subphase has not been altered throughout the entire
investigations except for selected experiments that have been
performed for comparison reasons. Figure 1A shows three

superposed isotherms recorded for the polymer, starting with
different amounts of spread material and thus different initial
surface pressures. One single isotherm covering the whole
mean molecular area (mma) range could not be generated due
to the limited compression ratio of the trough. Therefore,
different spreading volumes have been used to generate the
different parts of the isotherm. Infrared reflection−absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS) measurements, which will be discussed
later in this section, indicate that even the spreading of the
largest amount of material does not lead to an overcrowding of
the surface and in turn a heterogenic distribution of material.
The small differences in the mma between the compression
curves in Figure 1A are thus within the expected error bars. The
features of the isotherms will only briefly be described as a
more detailed analysis is out of scope of the current
contribution and will be addressed in forthcoming work.
Note that the mma values are apparent ones as the determined
molecular weight of the polymer is not absolute. As can be
seen, a first significant rise of the surface pressure occurs at an
apparent mma of around 3000 Å2/molec followed by a plateau
starting at 1500 Å2/molec, and a second rise at around 500 Å2/
molec. Additionally, a relaxation back to the surface pressure
level of the plateau occurs after the barriers are stopped (Figure
S6). IRRAS-measurements show that the plateau is a result of a
transition that causes a strong increase in film thickness (Figure
S3). Saito et al., who investigated PNIPAAm films at a
temperature where the polymer becomes insoluble, which
resembles our system−claimed, that the increase in thickness
originates from a portion of adsorbed polymer chains dangling
into the subphase upon compression.42 Indeed, the fitting of
data obtained from angle dependent IRRAS revealed a
thickness increase from around 1.5 to 3 nm with a slightly
increasing refractive index, which fits to a conformational
change from rather stretched, fully adsorbed chains to more
coiled structures with dangling loops. However, as long as the
plateau is not reached, the stretched polymer conformation is
maintained, which is supported by only slight differences in the
OH-band intensity, indicating only an increasing packing
density but no increase in layer thickness (Figure S3). The

Figure 1. Isotherms recorded for p(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm) (rel. MW =
12.4 kg/mol; PDI = 1.34; TlaAm content 31 mol %) on phosphate
buffer; T = 25 °C. A) superimposed isotherms recorded after a waiting
time of 25 min after spreading; the marked spots correspond to the
positions at which IRRA spectra were taken (Figure S3). (B)
Isotherms recorded with different subphase conditions (see graph
legend) after a waiting time of 240 min after spreading.

Scheme 2. Chemical Reactions Occurring in the DERA-Containing Polymeric Film upon Post-treatment in pH = 9 Phosphate
Buffer in the Presence of H2O2
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absence of any conformational transition in turn indicates that
the surface is far from being overcrowded with material below
the plateau. The observed relaxation after barrier stop, which is
only taking place at high SP (Figure S6), is most likely
attributed to an ongoing chain (segment) desorption into the
subphase after cessation of compression until a stable SP level is
reached.42

A pH of 7 can be normally considered high enough to induce
hydrolysis of the thiolactone units, while a pH of 6 is still too
low for that reaction to occur at a measurable rate.43 So the
question arises, whether a beginning hydrolysis compromises
the film stability with time when working with a neutral
subphase, as we do. To answer that question, we recorded
several isotherms with different subphase conditions, keeping
the amount of spread polymer constant throughout the entire
set of experiments (Figure 1B). For pH = 6 and pH = 7, the
isotherms remain almost unaltered after a waiting time of 4 h,
while at pH = 9, the initial surface pressure and the plateau level
have risen significantly. The initial SP rise is a sign for a higher
demand of space per polymer chain, which could originate from
the repulsive forces of charged carboxy groups that are
introduced upon hydrolysis. At the same time, the increase in
hydrophilicity of the polymer is not yet sufficient enough to
induce an increased level of chain segment desorption into the
subphase which would counteract this rise. To trigger an
enhanced hydrophilization that would allow for the exploration
of a regime in which the film stability starts to get significantly
compromised, we also added H2O2 to the subphase. H2O2
causes a partial oxidation of the thiol groups that get released
upon hydrolysis. By that, sulfonate groups are created (Scheme
2) which apparently boosts the hydrophilization to an extent
that it compensates for the SP rise and lets the plateau even
drop to a lower level than the initial one. Note that this occurs
already at pH = 7, where we did not observe any significant
changes before. This can only mean, that H2O2, at pH = 7, also
boosts the hydrolysis itself because of an equilibrium shift. At
pH = 6, this effect is apparently absent emphasizing the
necessity of a certain threshold pH to induce hydrolysis. Yet, in
the absence of any additional reagent, a pH of 7 is still not too
high to have a negative effect on film stability, which is an
important factor for the establishment of proper conditions
during the enzyme immobilization step later on.
Film transfer, after full compression and relaxation of the

film, occurs via a simple horizontal dipping (Langmuir−
Schaefer) of amino functionalized glass slides or silicon wafers
onto the surface. After the subphase portion that has been
swept along with the film has been removed from the wafer by
suction, the dipping can be repeated, building up films with
varying thicknesses, with the latter linearly depending on the
number of dipping cycles (Figure 2B). Note that the
compressed film is rather brittle, leaving cracks after the
transfer as can be seen in a respective optical microscope image
(Figures 2A and S9). The brittleness on the other hand allows
to dip the wafer several times on different positions of the
Langmuir trough without causing a significant decrease in
surface pressure. In other words, the dipping simply leaves a
hole in the film that is not closed immediately.
Post-treatment of the transferred film with 20 mM potassium

phosphate buffer at pH 9 and 5 °C in the presence of 0.1 wt %
H2O2 is supposed to fully hydrophilize and cross-link the film.
While the basic environment causes an accelerated hydrolysis of
the thiolactone units, the H2O2 will not only generate sulfonate,
as already mentioned, but also disulfide groups. XPS studies

show, that approximately only half of all thiol groups reach a
higher oxidation state affiliated to sulfonate moieties (Figure
S4), the rest remains unoxidized or forms disulfide bonds. A
successful hydrophilization is confirmed by contact angle
measurements and AFM studies. As the hydrolysis step
introduces carboxyl groups to the polymer film, contact angles
and swelling degrees become pH-dependent. Figure 3 shows a
decrease of the contact angle from around 70° to 45° for a post-
treated film when switching from pH 2 to pH 7. By AFM one
can also clearly see the strong increase in film thickness upon

Figure 2. p(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm) film prepared and transferred to an
amino-functionalized Si-wafer via the Langmuir−Schaefer technique:
(A) Optical microscope and AFM topography image of a film build up
by 10 consecutive dippings and (B) plot of film thickness determined
by AFM as a function of the number of dippings per wafer.

Figure 3. AFM topography images and corresponding section analysis
of a post-treated p(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm) film deposited onto an
amino-functionalized Si-wafer. The inset in the section analysis graph
shows the change of the contact angle of the films upon pH change.
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the pH switch. The deprotonated and therefore charged
carboxyl groups at pH 7 cause a strong repulsion between the
chains and so a significant increase in the swelling ratio.
DERA Binding, Binding Mechanism, and Film Stabil-

ity. With the polymer film formed, DERA can now be injected
into the subphase, adsorb to the film, and bind to it. DERA
itself appears in its natural, active form as a water-soluble,
globular protein being stable within a pH range of 5.5−10.44 In
fact, only a small hydrophobic patch exists on its surface, which
should not be sufficient in size to induce a strong amphiphilicity
(Figure S10). Still, like many other water-soluble proteins it
adsorbs to the air−water interface as evidenced by the isotherm
recorded after a certain waiting time after injection of the
enzyme into the subphase (Figure S7). A large number of
scientific contributions address the question to what extent
protein molecules unfold when being adsorbed at the interface
with rather diverse conclusions.45 However, the fact that the
pure DERA Langmuir film that is obtained after compression
exhibits a high SP that remains stable over a prolonged time
period suggests that the desorption kinetics is very slow. From a
thermodynamical point of view, an adsorption layer of
amphiphilic compounds is in equilibrium if the adsorption
and desorption rates are the same. Such a layer, however,
cannot be compressed to higher surface pressures. Therefore,
protein adsorption layers are usually not in a thermodynamical
equilibrium because of changed structures resulting in
extremely slow desorption rates. This in consequence supports
the hypothesis of a conformational change of the DERA
structure upon adsorption22,23 and in turn emphasizes the need
of an enzyme accommodating matrix layer.
DERA can be injected into the subphase before or after

compression of the polymer film and so adsorb to the film at
different stages of compression. Two runs were performed
where the injection is accomplished before the SP plateau is
reached, at 8 (A) and 15 mN/m (B), respectively (Table 1).
For the third run, the injection was done at full compression of
the film (C), that is, where the surface is more or less fully
occupied by polymer, constituting a rather dense film that has
chain segments dangling into the subphase. In each case, a
waiting time of 90 min has been established followed by a final
compression of the partially compressed films. Transfer to a

silicon or glass support was accomplished in the same manner
as before for the pure polymer films. Note that the loading of
the film with enzyme does not significantly affect the film
thickness and transferability. In the cases where DERA has been
injected before the SP plateau, adsorption of the enzyme could
be nicely followed by a significant increase in SP (Figure S8),
which shows that DERA directly inserts into the polymer film
when the latter is still expanded. Consequently the different
injection points should lead to different enzyme loadings, which
can be explained by two counteracting effects. The higher the
initial SP upon enzyme injection, the higher the initial film
density and thus, the lower the fraction of enzyme that can
accommodate within the film. On the other hand, the enzyme
should have a better accessibility to the desorbed chain
fragments that occur at a high degree of film compression. To
determine the fractions of enzyme in the transferred films,
DERA was labeled with a maleimide functionalized fluorescent
dye via Michael addition prior to use. Using nonfunctional glass
slides for deposition this time, the deposited layers could be
washed off after the post-treatment step by shaking and
ultrasonication. Washing solutions were then checked for
fluorescence. Quantification was achieved by comparing the
measured fluorescence with the values determined for a dilution
series of the labeled enzyme in solution (Figure 4). Each

Table 1. Summary of the DERA Containing Polymer Films
That Have Been Prepared Including Information on the
Preparation Route, Determined Enzyme Fractions, and
Enzymatic Activities

sample
point of DERA

injection

fraction of DERA in the
film fluorescence/XPSc

[%]

activity of
the filmd

[μM/h]

A before plateaub

(Π = 8 mN/m)
42/46; 62 0.015

B before plateaub

(Π = 15 mN/m)
28/- 0.01

B, no post-
treatmenta

before plateaub

(Π = 15 mN/m)
28/- 0.002

C after plateaub

(Π ≈ 30 mN/m)
18/- 0.005

aConditions for post-treatment see Experimental Section. bThe term
“plateau” refers to the feature of the polymer isotherm between 1500
and 500 Å2/molec (Figure 1A). cConditions see Experimental Section
and Supporting Information. d1 × 1 cm glass slide equipped with 8
layers of polymer/DERA film (∼3.3 μg material) and immersed in 1
mL substrate solution (see Experimental Section).

Figure 4. Estimation of DERA contents in the transferred films by
fluorescence analysis on samples that contain labeled enzyme: (A)
Fluorescence intensities measured on the deposited films and
respective aqueous solutions that result when the material is washed
off from the glass supports. The column inscriptions refer to the
preparation route of the films (see Table 1). For sample A, in which a
different batch of labeled DERA was used, obtained values were
normed for comparison. (B) Corresponding calibration functions, the
open symbols represent the solution samples presented in panel A.
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sample was composed of a glass slide with an area of 1 × 1 cm2

being covered with 8 layers of enzyme loaded film. Assuming a
film density of 1.05 g/cm3, a value that is given for physisorbed,
collapsed PNIPAAm chains above the LCST,46 and taking into
account a thickness of a single layer of 3.9 nm (from AFM
analysis), the total amount of deposited material per sample is
roughly 3.3 μg. Fluorescence analysis of the washing solutions
give amounts of enzyme ranging from 0.6 to 1.4 μg. In
consequence, the enzyme containing films show enzyme
loadings from 18% to 42% with the values decreasing from
sample A over sample B to C. These findings indicate, that the
attachement of DERA to the desorbed chain segments within
the subphase is not as effective as the direct insertion into the
film when the latter is still expanded.
As the labeled DERA shows slightly decreased surface activity

compared to the nonlabeled enzyme, slight deviation from the
real values can be expected. Therefore, we also performed XPS
measurements of films loaded with nonlabeled DERA to
confirm the degree of loading (Table 1). As the polymer
exhibits a much higher fraction of sulfur atoms than DERA (1.6
mol % for the polymer but only 0.26 mol % for DERA; protein
sequence see SI), quantitative analysis can be performed by
determining the amount of sulfur in the films. The lower the
sulfur content, the higher the enzyme loading. While the sulfur
to carbon (S/C) ratio for a pure DERA film was determined
with 0 and 0.009 (repeat), the pure polymer film showed a S/C
ratio of 0.028 and 0.033. Reliable values for quantification of
the DERA content in the mixed films, unfortunately, were only
achieved for the sample with the highest enzyme loading, that
is, strongest deviation from the sulfur content of the pure
polymer as respective signals in XPS are rather weak (Figure
S5). Nevertheless, a drop of the S/C value to approximately
half of the original value for the pure polymer layer supports
the initial finding that the film with the highest enzyme loading
(sample A, Table 1) is composed of roughly one-half by
enzyme.
A point that has not been addressed so far is the question by

which mechanism DERA binds to the film upon adsorption and
whether we indeed achieve covalent binding of the enzyme.
The theoretical isoelectric point of DERA is 5.62,47 meaning
that the enzyme bears a slightly negatively charged surface
under the conditions established for the film formation.
Although the polymer also should be rather negatively charged,
especially after the post-treatment step (remember the
hydrolysis), it is reported that in such a system, attractive
forces can dominate, originating for instance from hydrogen
bonding.48 A first hint is given when comparing the standard
film formation procedure to a procedure where Milli-Q water is
used as subphase. It occurs that a significantly lower amount of
DERA is bound in that case, although this amount is still not
zero (Figure S11). At the slightly acidic conditions of Milli-Q
water, hydrolysis and aminolysis of the thiolactone units are
widely suppressed,43 therefore, DERA can only physically
attach to the polymer in that case. Of course, Milli-Q does not
only differ in pH but also in ionic strength compared to the
buffer used otherwise, so an altered adsorption behavior of
polymer and enzyme could also explain the difference.
Therefore, additional experiments were carried out. Samples
prepared with pH 7 and pH 5.75 buffers (with the same ionic
strength) as well as Milli-Q water as subphase have been
immersed in salt free, acidic water (pH = 2) right after their
preparation (no additional hydrophilization/cross-linking post-
treatment) and been shaken for several hours at low

temperature. Under these conditions the polymer should be
soluble and carry no negative charge (as the carboxy groups
should be largely protonated under these conditions). As it
turns out, significantly more material is left on the support for
the sample that has been prepared at pH = 7 than for the other
samples (Figure 5). As one DERA molecule carries 19 lysine

units and therefore can act as cross-linker when it reacts with
the thiolactone groups, it is likely, that it indeed attached
covalently to the film upon adsorption, at least partially. The
cross-linking effect of DERA becomes even more obvious after
a modified post-treatment step (pH = 9, but no H2O2), as the
reaction of the enzyme with the thiolactone units is boosted at
elevated pH. As can be seen from Figure 6, exposure to basic
environment leaves much more material behind when DERA is
present. Note that this effect does not occur for sample C,
where the preformed polymer film was already so dense that
DERA could not be accommodated between the polymer
chains but only attach to the desorbed, dangling loops. It is
noted that the addition of H2O2 in the post-treatment step is
still worthwhile not only for sample C because of the increased
hydrophilization (see previous section) but also because the
deposited film appears even more stable then, as evidenced by
optical microscope images and fluorescence studies (Figure 6).
Note that in case where most material is washed off, still film
material is visible, meaning that at least one layer remains,
which supports a successful binding of the polymer to the
support (Figure 5).

Activity Assay. As a final step, the enzyme activity of the
prepared films has to be confirmed and quantified. For that
purpose, a self-designed activity assay based on the release of a
fluorescent dye upon a DERA-catalyzed retro aldol reaction was
employed.33 The freshly prepared glass slides where immedi-
ately subjected to the post-treatment procedure followed by
immersion into a pH = 7 triethanolamine buffer that contains
the substrate and bovine serum albumin (BSA). The latter acts
as a weak base, promoting the cleavage of the fluorescent dye 4-
methylumbelliferone from the retro-aldol product of the

Figure 5. Optical microscope images of DERA containing p-
(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm) films that have been subjected to shaking in
pH = 2 aqueous solutions at 5 °C for several hours right after the
deposition. The contrasts between the blank areas and the film areas
are directly correlated to the remaining film thicknesses. The graph
legends refer to the preparation conditions of the films (for mixed
films, preparation was done according to sample B, Table 1).
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enzymatic conversion.49 Since the substrate is prone to
autodecomposition, fluorescence increase is also detectable in
the absence of DERA. Therefore, a reference sample, being a
blank glass slide, was also monitored (Figure 7A). For a couple
of days, no difference between the reference and the DERA
containing specimens was detectable pointing to DERA being
more or less completely deactivated upon immobilization at a
first glance. However, after that period, deviations from the
reference sample start to occur, with the slopes of the
fluorescence increase being directly correlated to the fractions
of enzyme in the polymer film. This not only indicates that
DERA is still active after immobilization, but also that it is
irrelevant wether DERA has been inserted directly into the film
during the preparation process (route A and B, Table 1) or
wether it simply attached to the desorbed polymer segments
(route C). Another feature being detectable is the fact that full
activity apparently is reached only when the film has become
fully hydrolyzed in the post-treatment step. Another film that
has been subjected to the activity assay right after the film
deposition without post-treatment shows significantly de-
creased activity. This finding emphasizes the importance of
polymer film hydrolysis prior to its application. Last but not
least, we can also prove, that almost no enzyme is leaking out of
the film during the somewhat prolonged activity study as
evidenced by the fact, that activity more or less ceases as soon
as the glass slides are taken out from their respective solutions.
Only in the case of the highest enzyme loading, fluorescence is
increasing further, though with a strongly decreased rate.
Unfortunately, the pronounced induction period cannot be

explained so far. One reason could be substrate inhibition due
to the small amount of enzyme present, since an induction
period is also detectable for the enzyme in solution (Figure
S12). Yet, the time period with no activity is much longer for
the immobilized enzyme, so other effects must come into play.
As the occurrence and the duration of this induction period
does not depend on the exact assay conditions (pH, substrate
concentration, presence of BSA) or the amount of immobilized
enzyme (Figure 7A), the most reasonable explanation for it is a
reversible deactivation of the enzyme during the immobilization
and transfer process. Of course, one might be tempted to link
this deactivation to a conformational change of the enzyme
during its adsorption to the interface. However, one should not
forget that the deactivation occurs also for samples where the
enzyme had no opportunity to adsorb directly to the interface
(preparation route C, Table 1). Besides, a refolding of a protein
molecule that is entrapped in a polymeric network seems highly
unlikely. The exact mechanism of deactivation therefore
remains a subject for further investigation.
Apart from the induction period, the question arises, how the

specific enzyme activity has evolved upon immobilization. To
answer this question, the activity assay has also been performed
for the enzyme in solution with a comparable amount of
enzyme. Figure 7B shows that the specific activity of the
immobilized enzyme appears to be higher than the activity of

Figure 6. Assessment of film stability under post-treatment conditions
(details see Experimental Section): (A) Fluorescence intensities
measured on DERA containing p(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm) films (pre-
pared by route B, Table 1; deposition on glass slides) before and after
the post-treatment step (general conditions according to column
inscription). (B) Optical microscope images of respective films
deposited on Si-wafers (the lower left corner indicates the post-
treatment conditions, while the preparation route is indicated in the
upper left corner of each image; see Table 1). The contrasts between
the blank areas and the film areas are directly correlated to the
thicknesses of the remaining material.

Figure 7. (A) Concentration of 4-methylumbelliferone as a function of
time in substrate solutions into which glass slides being decorated with
DERA containing p(NIPAAm-co-TlaAm) films have been immersed.
(B) Comparison of the specific enzyme activities for immobilized
DERA and DERA in solution (values taken from sample A). Time = 0
h has been set to the point where the onset of activity occurs,
respectively.
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the enzyme in solution, taking into account that the
quantification of the enzyme fraction in the film, which had
been done before, only allows for a rough comparison.
Nevertheless, it is safe to conclude, that the specific enzyme
activity is not significantly affected upon immobilization. Note
that the use of H2O2, which enhances hydrophilization and
cross-linking of the polymer matrix, has no effect on the
immobilized enzyme, although it leads to a significantly
decreased specific activity for DERA in solution (Figure S12).

■ CONCLUSION
We demonstrated how 2-deoxy-D-ribose-5-phosphate aldolase
can be immobilized in a thin polymeric film that is deposited on
a suitable support without significantly altering the enzymes
specific activity. The polymeric film has first been generated at
the air−water interface from a PNIPAAm based, thiolactone
carrying copolymer showing limited water solubility using the
Langmuir technique. Before transferring the film to a silicon or
glass support, DERA was allowed to attach by injecting it into
the subphase. We were able to show, that we can easily tune the
film in thickness and enzyme loading while proving a covalent
binding of the enzyme to the matrix and a successful post-
treatment that renders the film hydrophilic and induces
additional cross-links for increased stability. In the future,
further investigations are necessary on the origin of the
prolonged induction period that was observable during the
assessment of the enzyme activity in the deposited films. As this
period seems to stem from the immobilization procedure itself,
knowing the origin of it would help to find a way to eliminate it
through a systematic adjustment of the preparation conditions.
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